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Abstract
This article briefly surveys the history of pandemics in the West, contesting long-held assumptions
that epidemics sparked hatred and blame of the ‘Other’, and that it was worse when diseases were
mysterious as to their causes and cures. The article finds that blame and hate were rarely
connected with pandemics in history. In antiquity, epidemics more often brought societies together
rather than dividing them as continued to happen with some diseases such as influenza in
modernity. On the other hand, some diseases such as cholera were more regularly blamed than
others and triggered violence even after their agents and mechanisms of transmission had become
well known.
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In 2009 the so–called Mexican swine flu fuelled widespread fear of contagion but, contrary
to expectation, failed to spark hatred and violence. Given the climate of mounting Mexican
drug wars and U.S. antipathies towards Mexicans crossing borders and competing for jobs in
a recession, this absence may strike us as especially surprising. Perhaps had mortality rates
soared, the spectre of racial, class and religious prejudice may have loomed large, as with
certain pandemics in the past. Are a disease’s mortality rates, its fatality rates and rapidity of
dissemination, or fear of a new and mysterious disease or a strain of it the critical factors
that determine whether an epidemic will trigger hate and violence? Or does the pandemichate nexus depend less on the character of the disease and more on underlying social and
political conditions already in existence at a particular time and place? Or do any of these
explanations work? To what extent were scapegoating, violence against victims and the
innocent, or ‘the hate of class in times of epidemics’, to cite René Baehrel, universal or near
universal aspects of big epidemics?1 More recent historians of mentalities and medicine
have thought much the same as Baehrel: hate has been the normal consequence of
pandemics. According to Carlo Ginzburg, “the prodigious trauma of great pestilences
intensified the search for a scapegoat on which fears, hatreds and tension of all kind could be
discharged”?2 By the reckoning of Dorothy Nelkin and Sander Gilman: ‘Blaming has
always been a means to make mysterious and devastating diseases comprehensible and
therefore possibly controllable’.3 Roy Porter concurred with Susan Sontag: ‘deadly diseases’
especially when ‘there is no cure to hand’ and the ‘aetiology … is obscure … spawn sinister

*An earlier version of this article was presented as a plenary lecture to the Anglo–American Conference on ‘Health in history’ at the
Institute of Historical Research, University of London in June 2011.
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connotations’.4 And most recently, from earthquake wrecked, cholera–hit Haiti, Paul Farmer
has proclaimed: ‘Blame was, after all, a calling card of all transnational epidemics’.5
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Certainly, Europe’s most deadly and devastating disease, the Black Death of 1347–51,
unleashed mass violence: the murder of Catalans in Sicily, and clerics and beggars in
Narbonne and other regions; and especially the pogroms against Jews, with over a thousand
communities down the Rhineland, into Spain and France, and eastward across large swathes
of Europe eradicated, their members locked in synagogues or rounded up on river islands
and burnt to death – men, women and children. Far more than any earlier pogrom against
Jews in the middle ages or during the early modern period, this craze fundamentally
reshaped Jewish civilization. Coolly and cruelly, courts of justice convicted Jews
collectively of poisoning wells and food supplies. And these images overwhelmingly have
shaped our memory of the socio-psychological consequences of medieval plague.6 Yet,
subsequent strikes of Black Death in late medieval and Renaissance Europe did not set off
waves of hatred against Jews or any other minorities.7 Even when plague in the second half
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries once again sparked rumours of malicious plague
spreaders, neither Jews nor other ethnic minorities were the usual targets.8 Instead, a wide
variety of insiders and outsiders from high-ranking officers and doctors to the lowest levels
of health workers – plague cleaners, cartmen and gravediggers (the monatti of Manzoni’s I
promessi sposi) – were singled out, accused of perpetuating the disease for a variety of
reasons including self-interested gain.9 Given the means of transmitting plague through
items of clothing (at least as understood by contemporaries), Jews who specialized in the
second-hand clothing trade could have been the ones accused and then persecuted.10 In fact,
chroniclers and physicians traced plague to Jews who had violated quarantine by
transporting their supposedly infected goods from one town to the next.11 Yet, such findings
did not ignite incidents of mass violence against Jews, even within the Counter
Reformation’s rekindled climate of religious prejudice.
Given the claims and expectations of recent historians, perhaps as surprising is the almost
total absence of blame and persecution of the poor for plague, at least until the sixteenth
century or later, despite the fact that by 1400, as can be reconstructed from burial records,
plague in places such as Florence had clearly become a disease of the impoverished. With
few exceptions, authorities did not act on these epidemiological grounds until the plague of
1575–8, when ‘tricksters, gypsies, negroes, knaves, herbalists, street-singers, comedians,
whores, and similar oddballs (e simil sorti de genti stravaganti)’12 were prohibited from
entering towns or expelled beyond city walls to fend for themselves. During this plague, the
gate guards and health officials of Milan were instructed frequently to visit the city’s Jews
and the poor of St. Peter’s to ensure that their houses were being kept clean.13 But unlike the
beggars and oddballs, they were not expelled or whipped and executed if they refused to go.
Moreover, poverty as such was not seen as a crime or reason for persecution. In the same
plague, cities such as Palermo, Milan, Padua and Venice recognized the difficulties that
quarantine and blockade imposed on commerce and the employment of artisans and
labourers. More than ever before, regional and city governments sought new methods for
feeding, entertaining and extending medical assistance to the poor. They solicited substantial
contributions from the aristocracy and other elites, and unflinchingly the sums rolled in. In
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the immediate aftermath of this plague, commentators in prose and verse boasted of the
colossal amounts they had raised in their cities to support the poor and by which they had
collectively triumphed over the plague.14 At the end of this plague, the physician and
Protomedico of Sicily, Giovanni Filippo Ingrassia, proposed that only by building a new
system of public welfare could governments eradicate poverty and thereby prevent future
epidemics of plague.15 As Ingrassia’s sentiments suggest, and city-wide festivities across
Italian cities marked, this plague ultimately brought communities together rather than
ripping them apart with accusations of blame and hate of the ‘Other’.16
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Perhaps, as a number of historians have claimed, the newness and ‘mysteriousness’ of a
disease is the key that unlocks the extremes of insecurity and fear to ignite scapegoating and
mass violence against minorities. William Eamon, for instance, has focused on syphilis,
principally in Italy at the end of the fifteenth and early sixteenth century, proclaiming that
‘new diseases bring out a culture’s deepest phobias’.17 He reasons: ‘outbreaks of new
diseases, especially epidemics, are striking visual affirmations of something gone terribly
wrong in the wider social sphere. Because new diseases place severe strains on a culture,
testing its ability to assimilate novelty’.18 But, despite the ‘bewilderment’ of doctors,
syphilis’s gruesome signs, pain and stench, and the tortures of the mercury cure as recounted
by Joseph Grunpeck, Ulrich von Hütten and others,19 Eamon can point to nothing worse
than the various names given to the disease as evidence of the blaming and persecution of
minorities: the Neapolitan disease outside Naples, the French disease outside France, the
Polish disease in Germany, the German disease in Poland (and later in the eighteenth
century, he could have added others such as ‘the disease of the Portuguese’ in Japan or that
of the Turks in Persia).20 Neither Eamon nor others, however, have been able to find
pogroms against Jews or other minorities, accused directly or indirectly because of their
religious differences, lifestyles or sins, and thereby scapegoated for syphilis’s spread. Still
more surprising, no one has pointed to the persecution of foreign communities in an inflicted
city, to soldiers or prostitutes who were in fact identified as early as 1500 as the spreaders of
the disease in early modern Europe.21 This absence of popular rioting or harsh and cruel
governmental measures against foreigners at times of syphilis outbreaks is all the more
perplexing given that the disease spread at the end of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries –
moments of heightened hatred, fear and insecurity, times of war with invading foreign
armies, which commoners, physicians and bureaucrats rightly perceived as transmitting this
new, mysterious, gruesome, and thought to be incurable, disease.22 Even the naming itself
did not necessarily imply blaming, as von Hütten makes clear in the opening chapter to his
1519 De Morbo Gallico:
in this modest work I shall follow the usage which has prevailed generally, and call
it the French sickness; this is most definitely not because I bear any grudge against
a most renowned nation which is, perhaps, the most civilized and hospitable now in
existence, but simply because I fear that the majority of my readers will not
understand me if I call the malady by a different name.23
The second half of the sixteenth century, as Eamon argues, was also the moment of the
Counter Reformation’s triumph in Italy, a factor which, he maintains, furthered syphilis’s
blaming game.24 Yet, from the investigation of thousands of cases in the Venetian
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inquisitional records, 1580–1650, the hunt to uncover expected accusations of spreading
syphilis that involved witchcraft has delivered negative results. Only four accusations occur,
and not a single one of the defendants in these cases was found guilty.25 To what extent, if
any, syphilis led to collective violence against prostitutes or women has yet to be shown for
early modern Europe. Instead, in places such as Lucca, laws on prostitution were in fact
liberalized in the fifteen-thirties, and a new appellate court was created to protect prostitutes
from abusive violence.26 In nineteenth– or early twentieth-century Europe and the United
States, cases again reached epidemic proportions, with new industrialized environments, and
especially during the First World War, rekindling middle-class fears and violating sexually
repressed sensibilities. In the new heightened culture of sexual morality, harsh and
prejudicial laws against prostitutes were promulgated particularly in England and the United
States, with new vice squads, campaigns to cleanse red-light districts and barbed-wire
quarantine.27 Yet, waves of hatred, at least ones that culminated in riots or pogroms, failed
to materialize.28 Instead, as with tuberculosis, the middle classes by the end of the eighteenseventies could romanticize syphilis as a disease that sparked poetic and artistic genius, and
with Claude Baudelaire poets began to elevate it within a new aesthetic of the ugly.29 Even
earlier, a positive spin could be put on syphilis’s scars: Casanova saw them as ‘battle
wounds’ won in pleasure, ‘signs of virtue and sources of glory’.30 Furthermore, fear of its
contamination could have a silver lining, again bringing communities together with a new
political resolve to promote novel regimes of social hygiene in cities such as Rouen at the
end of the nineteenth century.31
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On mysterious, unconquered diseases, we can turn to our own times, H.I.V.-A.I.D.S., and
the fear and hatred it engendered against the four or five ‘H’s – homosexuals, heroin addicts,
Haitians, haemophiliacs and hookers – as well as against the underclass in general during the
nineteen-eighties.32 In fact, A.I.D.S. has been the launching pad for historians’ recent search
for connecting disease and hate in the more distant past, especially with sixteenth-century
syphilis and cholera in the nineteenth century, the latter unleashing class fear and hatred
with organized attacks against physicians, hospital workers and government officials across
eastern and western Europe and the Americas. But before the laboratory revolution of the
second half of the nineteenth century all diseases were more or less mysterious, as many
have continued to be afterwards, such as yellow fever until the early twentieth century, the
Great Influenza of 1918, Ebola and other haemorrhaging fevers in the nineteen-seventies,
S.A.R.S. initially in 2002 to at least March 2003, and new strains of E. coli in 2011. But
have they all had the same social consequences as cholera with its repeat waves of collective
violence? Other new and mysterious diseases have left no traces of blame or collective
violence to suspected minorities, for example the so-called English Sweats, for which we
still have no certain clues as to what it may have been, and which spread with invading
armies of the late fifteenth and sixteenth century, resulting in death within forty-eight hours
and high case fatalities.33 The same can be said of another disease that made its debut in the
late fifteenth century in Italy called ‘Il tifo petecchiale’34 and which modern historians have
assumed was typhus. It became Europe’s second most lethal disease after plague, until the
recrudescence of smallpox in a more virulent strain in the late sixteenth century;35 yet,
neither typhus nor smallpox sparked waves of violence or hate against health officials or
minorities in early modern Europe.36
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Does the character of a disease, then, largely determine whether a pandemic of hatred might
ensue? During the late nineteenth and early twentieth century in India, bubonic plague
(Yersinia pestis) from 1896 to 1900 ignited more social and political violence than any other
disease in the subcontinent, including cholera, with major riots in Calcutta, Bombay, Puna
and Kampur against British governors and health workers, even though at least nine other
diseases killed in greater numbers in India during the same period. These riots, however,
signal that violence provoked by pandemics should not necessarily be considered as erupting
purely from irrational hatred. In these cases, the British army and medical corps blindly
followed their cultural doctrines based on Western experience with plague from the Black
Death to the eighteenth century, imposed strict quarantine and burnt Indians’ worldly
possessions, even their homes.37 As the British would shortly realize, and as Indian villagers
and their traditional doctors (hakims and vaids) had learnt over centuries of exposure to this
rodent disease, it did not exhibit the rapid contagion of the Black Death and generally was
not spread person to person or by goods other than cargoes of grain. As one hospital after
another would observe by 1900, ‘the safest place to be in plague time was the plague ward’
with relatives and friends freely allowed to visit, intermingle and physically comfort the
afflicted.38 French governors and physicians in Senegal appear never to have learnt these
lessons and imposed strict quarantine that included the burning of natives’ belongings and
homes throughout this colony’s twentieth-century plague experience, even to its last major
plague attack in 1944.39
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Extrapolating from the perspective of the Black Death, some historians have hypothesized
that big killers with rapid and efficient person-to-person contagion are the ones most likely
to provoke mass violence. Pandemics of influenza from the middle ages to the present
confound this explanation, even with the Great one of 1918–19, which felled more in India
alone in a few months than Yersinia pestis has achieved globally from 1894 to the present.40
In absolute numbers this worldwide flu struck down more than any single pandemic in
world history; estimated mortalities continue to climb, from 20 to 50 to 100 million.41 That
it provoked no major riots or religious and sectarian hatred is more remarkable still, given
that this strain of flu bewildered the medical profession: it behaved as a new disease and was
conceived as such. Mysteriously, it decimated those in good health and in early adulthood,
failing to conform to flu’s usual ‘U’ curve of death that killed predominantly infants and the
elderly. Instead, in 1918–19 it triggered pneumonia much more often than with any
pandemic of flu before or since and inflicted much higher fatality and mortality rates,
attaining mortalities as high as 40 per cent in places such as Western Samoa and other
Polynesian islands.42 In many regions, it was not the usual late autumn, winter, early spring
disease but spread during summer months, and its onset and course were much more rapid
than with any previous or subsequent flu. Like plague or cholera this pandemic rapidly
transmogrified the human body in the space of a day or two.43
In addition, the pandemic exploded in the midst of war frenzy and heightened nationalistic
hatreds. In the United States the great influx of immigrant workers, who had fled Europe
immediately before and during the war, and the upsurge of racial and class tension added
further to the socio-economic toxic mix. In 1917 one of the worst race riots in U.S. history
erupted in East St. Louis and lasted to 1919.44 In February that year, a general strike was
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called in Seattle, and in the autumn the famous Boston police strike sparked class hatred and
collective violence, with Harvard athletes and Brahmin businessmen forming the ranks of
strike breakers.45 In 1921 whites destroyed an entire black town adjacent to Tulsa
(Greenwood), burning nearly 4,000 houses and killing as many as 400 blacks, women and
children included – a horrific event of U.S. history that until recently remained hidden from
official histories.46 From 1918 to 1920 terrorist bombings, cries against Bolsheviks, and a
hysterical red scare spread across America. Yet, this general milieu of hate failed to
influence influenza. Despite its rapid contagion, high mortalities and unusual lethalities, this
pandemic, as Alfred Crosby has shown for San Francisco and Philadelphia, brought
communities together. With public services in Philadelphia near collapse and unburied
bodies of flu victims left in heaps, elite volunteers entered the city’s ghettoes and opened
kitchens to feed the poor; cab drivers mobilized 2,000 cars to serve as hospital ambulances;
organizations cut across accustomed denominational boundaries, with Catholic nuns
working in Jewish hospitals;and ‘people of all kinds poured into Emergency Aid
Headquarters’to volunteer as nurses, ‘thrusting themselves into the presence of lethal
disease’.47 This self-sacrificing volunteerism materialized, moreover, in the absence of
institutional structures and despite deep schisms then splintering this and other wartime
societies at home.48
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This view of flu’s engendering of ‘mutual love and respect’ does not emerge because
scholars have pruned the evidence for a Panglossian picture. In fact, it has been the opposite:
historians such as Crosby were confounded by these social and moral findings and made
little of them. Similarly, after an in-depth discussion of the names of diseases, their
metaphors and representations, their ‘Othering’, blame and guilt, Niall Johnson concurred
with Susan Sontag, David Farmer, Nelkin, Gilman and others: the image of disease as
essentially ‘foreignness’ is ‘quite natural’; ‘What is wrong or unnatural cannot be of us, but
must be of the “other”’; and thus ‘One of the most obvious expressions of such externalising
of blame is when a geographical name becomes attached to a disease. The name suggests
both disease and blame’.49 Yet, when he turns to his evidence for Britain and its ‘Spanish
flu’ of 1918–19, he is forced to contradict his theoretical authorities (though without
admitting it) and conclude that this disease’s naming neither blamed Spaniards in Britain nor
led to any abusive action against them.50 Instead, its name connoted only the supposed
geographic origin of the disease. He then speculates that such a connection between disease
naming and blaming, the persecution of the foreigner, must have been ‘especially true’ with
sexually transmitted diseases, most notably syphilis.51 But neither Johnson nor any other
historian has systematically pursued this connection beyond the assumption that such
naming in and of itself was the persecution and abuse of the ‘Other’.52
Others have gone further, more vigorously forcing the flu evidence to fulfil the expectation
that great epidemics, and especially ones of such contagion and mortality, should produce
suspicion, hatred and social violence. In a recent account of the Great Influenza of 1918,
John Barry cites a contemporary American Red Cross report and concurs: ‘fear and panic of
influenza, [was] akin to the terror of the Middle Ages regarding the Black Plague’. But the
closest he can come to the Black Death’s social horrors are photographs of crowds wearing
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masks and fears that dogs carried influenza. As a result, in some towns police began
shooting dogs.53
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Was influenza the exception? Were the underlying social, political or economic conditions
otherwise more often than the character of the disease the overriding factors that determined
whether a pandemic would spread into collective hatred? A recent book on cholera has
argued that the political upheavals of the July Revolution of 1830 were responsible for the
political violence associated with cholera in Paris two years later. Perhaps, but how do we
then explain the wide arc of cholera riots that stretched from Moscow to New York, where
no July Revolutions took place, and across regimes and political histories as dissimilar as
those of St. Petersburg or Warsaw, on the one hand, and Edinburgh or New York, on the
other?54 In addition, an epidemic closer to the July Revolt, a severe one of influenza, swept
through Paris in 1831, but it did not led to any recorded social violence, blaming or hatred.55
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A comparison of the nineteenth-century experience of cholera and yellow fever in the
United States, as with influenza, suggests that these underlying political, social and
economic conditions may not have been sufficient or even pivotal. In Europe and America,
cholera set off waves of social violence against doctors, hospital workers and government
officials in 1831–2, despite sharp differences in social, economic and political contexts. But
unlike the Black Death, cholera’s dance with social loathing and rioting did not suddenly
fade after its first appearance; instead, subsequent waves in the eighteen-fifties to its sixth
wave in 1910–11 could continue to provoke hate and collective violence, after John Snow
had mapped its mode of transmission in 1854 and even after Robert Koch cultured the
bacillus in 1884.56 Major cholera riots persisted in New York City as late as 1858, with
assaults on quarantine buildings on Staten Island.57 Threats, riots, and accusations against
doctors and surgeons of spreading cholera erupted in Le Var, the region of Toulon, Arles
and Auriol in southern France in 1884.58 Riots at Puerta del Sol in Madrid endured to June
1885, when angry crowds captured the queen; similar riots spread to Catalan towns across
Valencia to Murcie,59 and major revolts occurred in Naples, towns in Puglia, and as far
north as Pontedera in Tuscany in 1910 and 1911.60 In September 1911, at Massafra, north of
Taranto in Puglia, for instance, 3,000 men and women armed with spades, sticks and other
farm implements attacked the Lazzaretto, liberated the cholera patients, burnt the building to
the ground, and wounded a prominent government official and several doctors.61
Even the seventh wave of cholera that reached Peru in 1991 shows in muted shades the old
class tensions of earlier outbreaks, although case fatalities were now well below 1 per
cent.62 First, government ministries attacked the poor, their official propaganda labelling
them ‘pigs’ and accusing them of spreading the disease by filthy ‘pig-like’ habits (los
sucios). Then, the poor retaliated with mass demonstrations against state officials.63 A year
later (1992–3) cholera reached the poor and indigenous peoples of the Delta Amacuro in
eastern Venezuela, killing around 500: accusations, blame and visions of intentional
genocide were widespread. First, the government blamed the disease’s spread on the dirty
and uncivilized habits of the poor Warao, especially their diet of crabs. In turn, these
indigenous populations accused the government, wealthy Criollos, corporations such as
British Petroleum, and even the U.S. government with its bombing during the Iraq war of
poisoning their water supplies and contaminating their food (especially crabs) to kill off the
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poor.64 Finally, as late as 2010, cholera has sparked conspiracies, rock-throwing crowds,
and attacks against U.N. peacekeepers.65 Since 1832, details of the cholera narrative may
have changed but the deep structure of class hatred, fears of poisoning, and notions of
genocide have continued to resurface.
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When cholera hysteria first arose in the eighteen-thirties in places such as NewYork City, it
did so not under clouds of heightening religious, class or racial hatred but against the
backdrop of Jacksonian rationality, when class tensions and distinctions were on the wane
there.66 By contrast, yellow fever struck cities such as New Orleans in 1853 when
sectionalism and racism were on the rise, leading less than a decade later to the American
Civil War. Yet, this disease, still mysterious as to its causes, cures and transmission, did not
suddenly pitch one group against another – citizens against immigrants, whites against
blacks. Instead, like the Great Influenza, it brought communities together, encouraging
charity from northern cities to the south and prompting tolerance across class and race. The
absence of social loathing and violence is all the more surprising given yellow fever’s
patterns of immunity. Overwhelmingly, its victims were recent immigrants and the poor, as
much as with cholera or any other disease of nineteenth-century America or Europe, and
consequently cholera was known in the U.S. as the ‘Strangers’ Disease’.67 In 1853, 7,000 of
the 8–11,000 victims at New Orleans were recent immigrants, in the main the poor Irish.68
Moreover, because of resistance gained from centuries of exposure to yellow fever in West
Africa, many blacks possessed greater immunity to it – a fact that could have stirred
suspicion and fuelled mounting racism and hatred, as had happened to Jews in 1348 (first
alleged to have escaped plague), gravediggers and plague cleaners in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries (who had probably built up stronger resistance to plague because of
their greater exposure to it), or the unafflicted rich in Naples during its last plague of 1656.69
Instead, because of their immunity, blacks in New Orleans and other southern cities, such as
at Memphis during its devastating pandemic of 1878, were solicited to provide basic
services for the mostly white yellow-fever afflicted. Blacks volunteered; racial tensions
eased.70
The yellow fever-cholera comparison dispels other single-factor solutions to discovering
why some diseases provoke blame and violence, while others can bring communities
together. Some historians have pointed to the sudden onslaught of diseases such as cholera,
with its gruesome symptoms and course of death. On these scores little distinguishes cholera
from yellow fever. Both are characterized by mysterious and seemingly random attacks,
with high rates of mortality and fatality that rapidly transform the human body, even if
yellow fever’s course differed from cholera’s. With yellow fever, chills, high fever and
jaundice rapidly set in, then on the third or fourth day, after seeming recovery, all hell breaks
loose: haemorrhaging through the nose, gums and stomach lining, ‘digested’ black blood,
horrific stench, ‘blazing red eyes with vividly inflamed conjunctivae’ and the black
vomiting71 that gives the disease its Spanish name, ‘el vomito negro’.72 As the disturbing
pages of Ernest Weiss’s novel of 1931 on yellow fever’s discovery portray, the hope of day
three’s false recovery made the sudden relapse, followed by the more horrific signs of
haemorrhaging and black vomit, all the more terrifying. Even with influenza, at least in
1918–19, the transformation of the human body could be quick and horrible. Unlike other
flu pandemics, this flu’s course raced from backaches and sniffles to pneumonic
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complication with death in a day or so: blood oozed from noses, even ears, and a choleralike characteristic of oxygen depletion called cyanosis turned victims’ faces blue.73
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Finally, historians have argued that the levels and intensity of violence against scapegoats
have diminished with modernity – the decline of magic in Europe of the sixteenth century
and the corresponding spread of naturalistic explanations.74 Certainly, the cholera riots of
the nineteenth century cannot compare with the extermination of Jews from 1348 to 1351,
but perhaps no other pandemic in world history sparked by itself such widespread mass
murder.75 Does the historical record of epidemics before the sixteenth century or the
Enlightenment justify the conclusion that widespread disease normally provoked social and
ethical tensions, blaming and violence across pre-modern periods and then declined more or
less progressively?
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Perhaps the most famous of ancient plagues, one of the earliest reported with historical
detail and which focuses on the social and psychological consequences of mass mortality,
the Plague of Athens in 430 B.C., might suggest such a supposed pre-modern proclivity for
blame. From origins in Ethiopia, it spread quickly through Egypt and Libya ‘and suddenly
fell upon the city of Athens’, first attacking the lower city of Peiraeus. Here, Thucydides
claims that the inhabitants ‘even said that the Peloponnesians had put poison in their
cisterns’.76 However, no more is heard of these accusations when the plague reached the
upper city of Athens, when in fact ‘the mortality became much greater’, levelling a third of
its population.77 This is where Thucydides begins his detailed account, first of the
characteristics and symptoms of the disease, then of its social and psychological
consequences – the lawlessness of the city, the inhabitants’ resolve to satisfy bodily and
material lust, while they could. Seeing their days numbered,Athenians lost fear of gods and
law;‘their piety and impiety came to the same thing’.78 The failure of this blaming of a
foreign and belligerent ‘Other’ to take hold as mortalities mounted is more surprising given
that the disease devastated Athens ‘but did not enter the Peloponnesus to any extent’.79
A few years later, the plague attacked the Athenians again, first their fleet, which was still at
war with the Peloponnesians, and then at home. Again, the disease contributed to the
Peloponnesians’ military success, and blame from Athenians resurfaced. This time,
however, there were no hints of Peloponnesians poisoning wells or blame aimed against any
‘Other’; rather the responsibility was now placed firmly on the shoulders of Athens’s own,
its leader, Pericles, because of his decision to continue the devastating war with
Peloponnesia and reluctance to sanction his countrymen’s desires to negotiate with the
Lacedaemonians.80
Despite the fragmented survival of early registers and written sources, epidemics fill the
annals of antiquity and the middle ages. R. P. Duncan-Jones calculates that from 490 B.C. to
292 B.C. Livy alone records an epidemic every eight years and from 212 to 165 B.C., the
rate doubles.81 Unfortunately, Duncan-Jones gives few details of these epidemics: what they
may have been (even in the vaguest terms, as with those which were confined to armies or
that spread to cities and the countryside), when and where they occurred, and for our
purposes how frequently they resulted in the blaming or persecuting of opposing social
classes, foreigners or outcasts. Yet Duncan-Jones leaves the impression that blaming was the
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usual outcome of ancient plagues: ‘Societies with no effective medical explanation for
plague’, he argues, ‘could easily blame it on human agency’ (and by this he means
poisoning).82 He mentions, however, less than a handful of such cases, and when one turns
to the texts, these appear problematic.
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His first case is the best:Thucydides’ report of the inhabitants of Peiraeus claiming that the
Plague of Athens stemmed from biological warfare, the poisoning of their cisterns. But, as
we have seen, this did not result in blaming Peloponnesians or any others once the plague
gained momentum and entered upper Athens.83 A second case comes from Livy: deaths
among the Roman ruling class in 329 B.C. were ultimately pinned on wealthy Roman
matrons, who were eventually accused, tried and convicted of poisoning. But Livy remains
sceptical about any connection between the possible poisoning and these deaths: ‘I would
gladly believe – and the authorities are not unanimous on the point – that it is a false story
which states that those whose deaths made the year notorious for pestilence were really
carried off by poison’.84 Moreover, no matter what story is believed, this was not an
epidemic that appears to have spread beyond a limited number among Rome’s ruling class;
nor was it an incident spurred on by ethnic or class hatred.85 As Livy comments, even those
who considered the mortalities the result of the matrons’ poisons ‘thought [them] to be an
act of madness rather than deliberate wickedness’. A third case comes from Livy in 184
B.C.,86 when Roman rulers (principally Quintus Naevius) attempted to crush conspiracies
by shepherds around Rome, accusing them of mass poisoning. But in two references to these
accusations (39.41 and 40.43), Livy never uses the words disease, plague, pestilence,
epidemic or the like, or hints that any epidemic disease accompanied these claims and
convictions against the rebellious shepherds. Finally, Duncan-Jones cites two references
from Dio Cassius’s Roman History, arguing that ‘plagues’ in Rome under emperors
Domitian (81–96 A.D.) and Commodus (180–192) were understood by contemporaries as
having been instigated by criminals using poisoned needles.87 However, the first of these
incidents, around 90 A.D., does not refer to any plague at all, rather simply that ‘some
persons made a business of smearing needles with poison and then pricking with them
whomsoever they would’.88 Many of the culprits were later rounded up and punished. The
second incident, nearly 100 years later, refers back to the crimes of c.90 A.D., alleging that
the malevolent practices had not completely disappeared; however, now in 189 A.D. they
ran parallel with a pestilence, ‘the greatest of any’ the author had known, with as many as
2,000 dying ‘in Rome in a single day’. Yet, despite these parallel developments of the same
year, Dio Cassius never suggests or leads us to believe that any Romans were pinning the
terrible pestilence’s origin or its spread on the criminals’ poisonous prickings.89
To gain an idea of how often epidemics were blamed on malicious human agency, how
normal it was to attack the ‘Other’ for allegedly inflicting such suffering on a population in
antiquity, I have searched for plagues and epidemics to the first century A.D. using the
Perseus Digital Library (Tufts University).90 Here, I have uncovered seventy-five epidemics
from the seventh century B.C. to the first century A.D.91 They do not mount in number over
time, as might have been expected with the availability of greater numbers of historical
sources; instead, the narrative historical evidence coincides largely with results from
osteoarchaeology in antiquity (although mainly for Greece, found long ago by John Angel):
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the seventh and sixth centuries B.C. appear healthy, but with increased migration,
population and ‘civilization’, the fifth century became more disease-ridden and saw lowered
levels of human longevity.92 From my initial sampling, the fifth century also records the
highest frequency of epidemics. Overwhelmingly, Titus Livy’s History of Rome (Ab Urbe
Condita) is the source of information about these diseases, containing over two-thirds of
them (fifty-two of seventy-five). As a consequence, the epidemics cluster in the City of
Rome or within its surrounding countryside (thirty-nine of sixty-nine that can be identified
by place). Others, however, are found in Spain, Gaul, Sicily, Greece, and as far east as
Armenia.93 Rarely, do the authors give hints about the epidemiology, symptoms, signs or
course of the disease; far less, in fact, than seen with medieval sources, especially after the
Black Death. Thucydides’ detailed description of the Plague of Athens is an exception.94
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More, however, is said about the palliative, non-medical measures that populations and
authorities employed to confront these plagues. Such means are described in at least twentyfive, or a third, of the cases. Yet, despite this attention to the non-medical means for ending
plagues, not a single case that I have thus far found (other than the suspicion that the Plague
of Athens began from the Peloponnesians’ poison) points to a population or government
blaming or attacking any group in society for instigating or wilfully spreading an epidemic
by poisoning or other means. Instead, these ancient populations and governments saw the
cause in the heavens and sought ways to placate the gods: they consulted the Sibylline books
and other sacred texts, asked advice of soothsayers, devised rituals (which, on occasion, the
ancient authors called superstitious),95 and made vows to Apollo and other gods to stage
games,96 build chapels,97 declare work-free holy and festive days,98 and say prayers on
street corners99 or mass prayers at all the shrines of Rome, with matrons sweeping temple
floors with their hair.100 In several incidences, the Romans offered sacrifices to the gods,
and on two occasions these specified the inclusion of humans as well as animals.101 But in
no case did our authors, ancient governments or their populations attribute blame to these
victims or to the social or ethnic groups they may have represented.
Unlike pestilence, famine could provoke accusations, incite class hatred and lead to sedition,
as Plutarch recounts in his Life of Caius [Gnaeus] Marcius Coriolanus at the conclusion of a
war between the Volscians and Romans in the late fifth century B.C. With a scarcity of
market supplies and ‘the people’ without money to buy them, leaders of the plebs ‘assailed
the rich with slanderous accusations of purposely arraying the famine against them, in a
spirit of revenge’. Pestilence in this case had the opposite effect: a serious pestilence in
neighbouring Velitra, which left allegedly only a tenth of the population alive, was the
stimulus for the Romans to end these social antagonisms. Hot-headed citizens from the
populace were elected as consuls and ordered forth as colonists to the crippled Velitrae,
while others were enlisted in a campaign against the Volscians, ‘contriving thus that there
should be no leisure for intestine tumults, and believing that when rich and poor alike,
plebeians as well as patricians, were once more united in military service and in common
struggles for the public good, they would be more gently and pleasantly disposed towards
one another’.102 Plague, instead of instigating class violence, came to Rome’s rescue,
healing its class antagonisms. Three further fifth-century plagues again show the influence
of epidemics in mitigating rather than sparking class conflict. In 435–6, pestilence caused
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‘fears and ravages in the City and country’, which led plebs and patricians to abandon ‘any
thought of waging war’. According to Livy, a tribune of the plebs, Spurius Maelius, ‘tried to
stir up disturbances against the patricians’, but failed: ‘The people paid less attention to
these accusations’, since they now ‘were much more concerned about the increasing
virulence of the epidemic and the terrifying portents’.103 Two years later class strife between
plebs and patricians flared again: through persistent opposition the tribunes of the plebs
prevented the consular elections from taking place. But another epidemic ‘afforded a respite
from these and other troubles’, with temporary unity achieved by vows to Apollo to build a
temple for the people’s health and organized efforts to import corn from Sicily and other
regions of Italy to avert the famine that otherwise would have ensued because of high plague
mortalities in the surrounding countryside. Moreover, when plague and fears of famine had
lifted (according to Livy), the plebs once again began to scheme in secret against the
elites.104 Finally, in 403 Romans were dumbfounded by a plague for which their doctors
knew neither the causes nor any cures. The mysteriousness of this epidemic, however, did
not lead to blaming or persecuting the ‘Other’, as supposedly ‘always’ happens ‘to make
mysterious and devastating diseases comprehensible and therefore possibly controllable’.105
For the Romans, it did the opposite. Consulting the Sibylline books, the priests encouraged
citizens to celebrate lavish festivities for eight days to propitiate the gods and
throughout the City the front gates of the houses were thrown open and all sorts of
things placed for general use in the open courts, all comers, whether acquaintances
or strangers, being brought in to share the hospitality. Men who had been enemies
held friendly and sociable conversations with each other and abstained from all
litigation, the manacles even were removed from prisoners during this period, and
afterwards it seemed an act of impiety that men to whom the gods had brought such
relief should be put in chains again.106
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For late antiquity, historians have asserted that the Pestilence of Cyprian, 252–66 A.D.,
coincided with tense relations between the Roman emperor and the emerging Christian
community and that the epidemic sparked their persecution.107 But the sources show little
evidence for this. Cyprian may have been threatened with being fed to the lions for a variety
of reasons, but his abundant surviving letters do not relate persecution of Christians as due
to the plague named after him.108 Instead the ‘Great Persecution’ of Christians by the
Roman emperors came half a century later, after a long period of toleration that in fact began
during the plague in 253 with the rule of the emperor Valerian and then his son Gallienus.
By contrast, the bloody decade, beginning with an edict against Christians in 303, had no
epidemic as its trigger or even in the background.109
In addition, hundreds of epidemics can also be deduced from the sources of the early and
central middle ages. For the period 541–767, Jean-Noël Biraben has found sixty-one
episodes of plague alone in Europe and the Mediterranean, and more recently Dionysios
Stathakopoulos has increased this number to 124.110 Yet, none of these records incidents of
mass ethnic violence in this ethnically mixed world or class hatred as the consequence of
plague or any other epidemic. In fact, before the Black Death, few examples of disease
provoking blame or violence come to mind. Perhaps worst was the wave of mass violence
and scapegoating in 1319–21, first of lepers, principally in southern France, then of clerics
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On the other hand, despite scientific breakthroughs and the rise of naturalistic explanations
for the dissemination of diseases, early modernity – the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
– saw increased blaming and violence following in the wake of late sixteenth-century
plagues, with accusations and brutal execution of plague engraisseurs, or untori, at Toulouse
in 1530, Geneva in 1545, Lyon in the fifteen-seventies, Rouen in 1629, and most famously
at Milan in 1630. Nor did such violence with epidemic end with the nineteenth century or
after the laboratory revolution, and cholera was not its only culprit. To take U.S. history
alone: the Milwaukee smallpox epidemic of 1894–5 mobilized entire districts of the city to
arm themselves and patrol streets against health inspectors’ attempts to remove patients to
hospitals. ‘Mobs of Pomeranian and Polish women’ – 3,000 of them, according to the local
newspaper the Milwaukee Sentinel – were on the front lines, ‘armed with baseball bats,
potato mashers, clubs, bed slats, salt and pepper, and butcher knives in wait all day for the
isolation hospital van’.111 Similar uprisings had occurred at Montreal during a smallpox
epidemic of 1885.112 For Honolulu and San Francisco the disease that caused ethnic
tensions and social violence was not cholera (which was late to arrive west of the Rockies)
but plague in 1899 and 1900, even though the aetiology of the disease was by then
known.113 In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, recent Italian and Jewish
immigrants were the targets of purges against filth to combat the threat of infectious
diseases, especially in New York City: tuberculosis was branded the ‘Jewish disease’,
despite the fact that because of Jews’ previous exposure to it in overcrowded cities of
eastern Europe, they were less susceptible to it and proportionately less afflicted by it than
those born in the U.S. or in comparison with most other recent immigrants.114 More ironic
still, because of accusations of being filthy, given their living conditions in some of
NewYork City’s worst slums, Italians were blamed for the polio epidemics of 1907 and
1916 (a disease of cleanliness).115
These incidents of violence, however, pale by comparison with that provoked by one disease
and the vilification of its supposed carriers in twentieth-century Europe: typhus. Not since
the Black Death in 1348 had any disease roused such victimization, sparking mass murder.
As in 1348–51, from the late nineteenth century to the Holocaust, Jews were the targeted
victims, but again as in 1348, they were not the only ones blamed and killed for spreading
disease. To quell fears of lice-borne pathogens killing German colonists in the East, and
ultimately of destroying Germany and Western civilization, German governments from the
late nineteenth century to the Nazis isolated, quarantined and attacked the poor, especially
Jews from Russia and eastern Europe. They did this first with the development of new
chemicals and gases to cleanse bodies and defend borders, and then with the Nazis to
exterminate the supposed human carriers along with the rodents and lice: notions of public
hygiene cross-fertilized with residual hatred of Jews.116 Nazis were not, however, the first to
justify genocide by tying it to typhus and hygienic control. Instead, it was the twentiethcentury’s first genocide, the Armenian massacre of 1915–19, that led the Ottoman state,
with Turkish physicians in the vanguard, to plan and execute the mass murder of typhus’s
supposed human carriers.117 In at least one respect, the cold clinical justification for
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exterminating the typhus-carrying Jew – ‘not a question of ideology’ but ‘a matter of
cleanliness’ in Himmler’s words118 – was more irrational than the pogroms of 1348–51. In
the latter case, a mysterious pandemic of unprecedented proportions had sparked the action,
while for the former, the aetiology of the disease had been discovered on the eve of the
Armenian genocide, and by the time of the Nazi intensification of isolation and chemical
and gas programmes for disinfection, followed by the genocide of the Judenfieber carrier,
typhus had been long in decline in Germany. By the nineteen-thirties incidences of epidemic
outbreak had become the creation of the Nazis themselves, confined principally to local
occurrences within Jewish ghettoes that the Nazis had starved and reduced to horrific
insanitation.119 Curiously, historians’ search for pandemics and blame over the long term
has left these Turkish and German histories of typhus completely out of the hate equation.
After the defeat of Nazi Germany, I have thus far found few examples of epidemics sparking
the spread of mass hatred, at least with collective violence, riots and pogroms. More global
research is needed. The violence spurred even by A.I.D.S., at least in comparison with that
sparked by smallpox, cholera, plague and especially typhus during the nineteenth and early
twentieth century, was largely limited to fiery, abusive speech, denial of entry to schools or
the workplace, and cases of individual assault,120 rather than riots and collective acts of
physical violence.121 That epidemic disease throughout most of the twentieth century (with
the exception of Nazi Germany and its policies towards the East and particularly the
Ostjuden) did not act as a fuse to ignite mass hate is enigmatic. It cannot easily be explained
by any new rationalism or naturalistic understanding of the world, as the exponential
increase of mass religious hatred, violence to minorities, ethnic cleansing and genocide all
too sadly reveals.122
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To date, studies on social violence, hate and disease have focused on less than a handful of
pandemics – drawing parallels at times between the Black Death and cholera, in other places
between syphilis and A.I.D.S.,and on occasion two or three other diseases. No one has gone
beyond these few pandemics to chart comparatively the patterns of disease and hate. No one
has compared the levels of violence or intensity of hate with different pandemics in different
places and periods; instead, epidemics’ potential for hate has been levelled, so that blaming,
perhaps but not necessarily implicit in popular names given to diseases, is placed on the
same plane as the genocide of Jews across vast regions of Europe during the Black Death
and again of Eastern Jews with twentieth-century typhus. Furthermore, no one has factored
to what extent certain characteristics of diseases – rates of mortality, rates of fatality,
quickness of death, newness of a disease, mysterious causes, degrees of contagion,
gruesomeness and horror of signs and symptoms – determine whether a wave of collective
hate and violence is likely to ensue. Instead, both in the popular imagination and the
scholarly literature, violent hatred and even pogroms are held to have been pandemics’
normal course, supposedly engrained in timeless mental structures – to use René Baehrel’s
words again, ‘certaines structures mentales, certaines constantes psychologiques’.123 Further
examples of such scholarly opinion can easily be provided,124 but were these the constant
consequences of epidemics? According to my survey thus far, they were not: the Black
Death, typhus in late nineteenth- and twentieth-century eastern Europe, plague in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (although only in some areas), cholera in places in the
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eighteen-thirties, in Italy as late as 1911, in Peru andVenezuela to the nineteen-nineties, in
Haiti to today, sometimes smallpox, sometimes Yersina pestis, and perhaps to some extent
A.I.D.S. in our own time were exceptions but hardly the rule. No matter how contentious the
underlying social and political circumstances,how high the body counts, how gruesome the
signs and symptoms, how fast or slow the spread or course of a disease, pandemics did not
inevitably give rise to violence and hatred. In striking cases they in fact did the opposite, as
witnessed with epidemics of unknown causes in antiquity, the Great Influenza of 1918–19
and yellow fever across numerous cities and regions in America and Europe. These
epidemic crises unified communities, healing wounds cut deep by previous social, political,
religious, racial and ethnic tensions and anxieties. On occasion, it is true, pandemics did split
societies with accusations and violence. Historians, doctors and psychologists have yet to
map when and where they happened, to measure their intensities, or to examine the complex
interaction of factors to explain why some diseases were more or less persistently the
exceptions. They have yet to raise the questions within a comparative framework of world
epidemics.125 It is now time to construct the databases of disease and hate.
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